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How can we have safe adults? 
Who are the people we can go to if we feel unsafe? 

Police Officers
Doctors
Parents
Teachers

What do safe adults protect us from?
Criminals
Violence in school
Fear
Sickness

You must use a safe adult every time you feel unsafe!



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?
Workbook page 2 - Draw a line to match the safe adult to the picture.



How can we have safe speech?

Safe adults won’t ask you to keep secrets
What is a secret?

Yell for Help
Call 911
Say: “NO” or  “STOP” or “That Feels Unsafe”

Use Safe Speech:

How can we use Safe Speech when we are afraid?

Always use safe speech when you feel unsafe!



How can we have safe touch?

You are in charge of your body

This means that when someone does something to make you feel yucky or
scared, you are allowed to tell them “STOP” or “NO” or “That Feels Unsafe!”

No one should touch or ask to see your bathing suit zone
This also means you should not be touching anyone else’s bathing suit zone

Use Safe Touch:

Your body is YOURS!

Touching rule:

It’s never your fault if someone breaks the Safe Touch rule.
Tell a safe adult if this happens!



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?

"No one should
touch my bathing

suit zone and I
should not touch

anyone else's
bathing suit zone!" 



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?
Workbook page 3 - Draw bathing suits on the boy and girl.



How can we have safe screens?
Use Safe Screens: You should ask permission to use ALL apps.



How can we have safe screens?

Phone
Television
Computer
Tablet

Take Pictures
Watch Videos
Play Games

No one should take pictures of your bathing suit zone
No one should show you pictures of other people’s bathing suit zone
People you do not know are unsafe and shouldn’t be messaging you on a device
Do not go to apps that could be unsafe for children... always ask permission first

Use Safe Screens:

What kind of things can we do on Safe Screens?



How can we have safe screens?
9 year old Taylor was having fun playing games online when a message from a
stranger popped up asking if she wanted to talk.
Nia is in 2nd grade and loves to watch Youtube videos but knows that she can
only watch what her mother puts on the screen. Suddenly, the video turns scary,
unsafe or icky.
8 year old Liam is playing a video game when a stranger messages him asking if
he wants to play the game together.
6 year old Jessica is playing online when a stranger asks her to send them a
picture. 



How can we have safe screens?



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?

Traffic Light

Unsafe Not Sure Safe



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?
Do you feel safe, not safe, or unsure?

6 year old Maria is playing outside when a stranger pulls up in a car. The
man tells Maria to get in the car
7 year old Li is out to dinner with their parents. They go to use the
bathroom and an unsafe adult follows. The man tells Li that if they do
not do what he says, he will hurt their parents.
 5 year old Zara is changing into her bathing suit to go swimming. An
older boy named Kevin walks in and tries to touch her. This makes Zara
feel icky.



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?
Do you feel safe, not safe, or unsure?

8 year old Antonio has a crush on his classmate Chloe.  Antonio asks
Chloe for a hug one day and Chloe said, “okay.”
Jayden is in 1st grade and was asked to keep a secret that scared him,
so he decided to tell his dad the very same day.



How can we have

S . A . F . E . - T . ?



What do you remember?

Name 3 people you can go to when you feel unsafe.
What can you say when you feel unsafe?
Point to your bathing suit zone.
What apps should you ask permission to use?
If you go to a Safe Adult and they do not listen or believe you, what should
you do?



How can we have S.A.F.E.-T.?

What do you remember?
Name 3 people you can go to when you feel unsafe.
What can you say when you feel unsafe?
Point to your bathing suit zone.
What apps should you ask permission to use?
If you go to a Safe Adult and they do not listen or believe you, what
should you do?



To Learn More About The Selah Way Foundation, S.P.E.A.K. UP and our
mission to end sex trafficking and exploitation, visit www.TheSelahWay.org
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P.O. Box 618234
Chicago IL 60661 
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